Title of Sample SIGCSE Workshop
Your name, university or other affiliation
co-presenter name, affiliation

Put your at most 100 word description here. For example: This workshop introduces participants to CS education in orbit. We present weightless teaching techniques and advice for transferring Earth-bound curricula. Participants receive handouts describing techniques, worksheets for designing new techniques, and copies of Space Agency recommendations. The workshop proceeds in three sessions in which we: present one technique (such as sensory immersion); practice in simulated weightlessness; and critique in small groups. Further information is at: http://perhapsincludeaurl. Remember that the description should be at most 100 words. It should help potential participants and future readers assess their interest.

Laptop Required (delete this line or replace with “Laptop Recommended” as needed)

Specifications:

The title is in 10 point Times New Roman boldface and the presenters’ info has the affiliation italicized.